The Duplo models with reinforced toe area have
been developed in close cooperation with the
Miller Ranch in Arizona. Being used for climbing
over rocks at high temperatures, the horseshoe
is particularly strained in its toe area. The biggest
challenge was therefore to prevent the synthetic

• If the steel border in the toe area is visible

The following horseshoe doesn't have to be

after some time, this is no wearout but
completely normal. Still, it doesn't
necessarily mean that the

removed. It also could be used for another
shoeing period.

• horseshoe can be used for another

shoeing period.

material in this area from prematurely tearing.
• Because of the additional steel border, the

risk of injuries in herds is bigger than in
case of other Duplo models.

For comparison: This horseshoe doesn't have to
Extra Clipped
and Profiled

In order to increase the horseshoe's tear
resistance in its toe area and therefore to
prevent the synthetic material in this area from
prematurely tearing, we have bordered the toe
area with steel.
Thanks to the synthetic material, the shock
absorbance is still granted; however, the
synthetic material is better protected by the
additional steel border.

Extra Arizona

be removed either. However, it should not be
used another time because there is no profile
left in the toe area, for example.

EN
We particularly recommend the Duplo model
Arizona for rocky trails or if the horse's movements are slightly to be improved by a little
additional weight in the toe area.
The Duplo Arizona might be interesting for the
following applications:
Dressage Horses — Gaited Horses — Carriage

metal inlay

Take a look at our website to learn more about
the Duplo Arizona:
www.duplo-frank.de/en/duplo-composite-horseshoes/duplo-arizona
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